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STANDARDS INSPECTOR II

Work in this class involves the more complex inspection and regulatory work in the State's Gasoline
and Oil or Weights and Measures Inspection Programs.
Employees in this class may: (1) inspect vehicle tanks and meters, loading rack meters, and wholesale
terminal meters used to measure bulk liquid petroleum products and direct the activities of an official
Department of Agriculture calibration station, or (2) inspect commercial and prepackaged items for
verification of weight and measure, inspect weighing devices such as grocery store scales and
prescription scales, scanners and combination scanner-scale cash registers, and inspect grading
equipment used in cucumber grading operations, tobacco warehouse scales and taxi meters. Scales,
packages and other equipment are tested for accuracy of measurements and computations, and minor
adjustments are made that are necessary for proper operation. All of the duties focus on ensuring that
equipment and packages function or conform to the requirements stated in the N.C. Gasoline and Oil
Inspection Law and N.C. Weights and Measures Act of 1975. Employees may be required to testify in
court regarding unacceptable or fraudulent practices. Work is performed under the general supervision
of a Standards Area Supervisor and may include other duties as assigned.

I. DIFFICULTY OF WORK:

Complexity - Work in this class involves the management of a vehicle petroleum tank calibration facility
in Wilmington or Raleigh. Employees calibrate and determine the capacity of vehicle petroleum tanks
that are used as measures; determine the accuracy of power operated and gravity discharge vehicle
tank meters, loading rack meters, and wholesale terminal meters. Inspections in the bulk delivery
channels of trade require that the volume be determined by net volume calculations vs. gross volume,
adding the temperature of the product as a factor in computing net volume.

or

Work involves the inspection of commercial pre-packaged items or store packaged items for accurate
weight and measure by either (1) net weight, (2) drained weight, (3) volume, both liquid and dry, (4)
count or, (5) linear, including thickness. Employees follow a variety of prescribed inspection procedures
to determine appropriate tare and actual weight of commodity. Employees inspect small scales for
correct performance by using a calibrated set of weights and following an accepted pattern of adding
and removing weights onto and from the scale. Employees determine the acceptable performance of
cash registers that use scanning equipment, and the combined scanner-scale-cash register
computations, and verify that the product look-up price in the scanner matches that marked on the
product or shelf.

Guidelines - State guidelines are available as well as National Institute of Standards and Technology
handbooks, guidelines, and procedures. These are specific to the work being performed and can
usually be applied in most situations.

II. RESPONSIBILITY:

Accountability - Employees must make independent decisions in the field regarding the accurate
performance of the equipment being inspected and approve for continued use or reject the use of the
equipment until it is repaired by a certified petroleum device or scale technician. Following proper
inspection procedures is required to ensure that the inspection and decision rendered are valid.

Consequence of Action - Failure to enforce laws, rules, and regulations could result in the consumer or
vendor not receiving or delivering the correct amount of product.
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Review - Work is reviewed by the Standards Area Supervisor through analysis of written inspection
reports, periodic observation in the field for proper methods and application of standards, and response
from the general public.

III. INTERPERSONAL COMMUNICATIONS:

Subject Matter - Employees must be familiar with and explain the laws, rules, and regulations that
govern the Gas and Oil or Weights and Measures Inspection Program to management. Employees
must be able to confront management with inspection results that require that the equipment be
rejected from use until repaired by a certified petroleum device or scale technician.

Purpose - Employees determine violations of the N.C. Gasoline and Oil Law or the N.C. Weights and
Measures Act of 1975, take required action and explain the required action to management.

IV. WORK ENVIRONMENT:

Nature o Working Conditions - Work is performed at the calibration station, wholesale fuel oil delivery
stations, bulk oil terminals or in grocery stores, tobacco warehouses, cucumber grading stations, or
other regulated industries.

Nature and Potential of Personal Hazards - Employees are exposed to elements of inclement weather
and to hazards associated with being around gas and oil products which are flammable, or to the wet
and cool conditions found in and around the produce, meat, freezer, and refrigerated areas in a grocery
store or to the extremely hot weather conditions found in tobacco warehouses and cucumber grading
stations. Employees may also be exposed to the movement of power driven equipment such as tow
motors and conveyor belts. Some of these elements and conditions could contribute to personal injury.

V. RECRUITMENT STANDARDS:

Knowledges, Skills, and Abilities - Working knowledge of laws, rules and regulations involved in the
enforcement program to which assigned. Some knowledge of the principles of construction and
operation of the equipment being inspected. Ability to communicate effectively, both in oral and written
form. Ability to explain provisions of laws and regulations to owners, users', and general public. Ability
to establish and maintain effective working relationships with wholesalers, retailers, and other persons
engaged in the use and operation of the gas and oil equipment or the weighing and measuring devices
that are being regulated. Ability to deal with enforcement problems with fairness and tact. Ability to
perform minor adjustments to equipment that is being inspected. Ability to write clear and concise
reports of findings. Ability to work independently.

Minimum Training and Experience Requirements - Completion of high school and two years of related
work experience in the gas and oil industry or the scale industry, based on the assigned area of work;
or an equivalent combination of training and experience.


